












Gaia és una missió  astromètrica de  l’Agència Espacial  Europea (ESA) amb 
l’ambiciós objectiu de fer el mapa en tres dimensions de la nostra Galàxia més 
gran   i   precís   fet   fins   ara.   Per   aconseguir­ho   Gaia   escanejarà   l’espai 
contínuament i proporcionarà informació molt precisa sobre la posició, velocitat 
i   espectre   d’aproximadament  mil  milions   d’estrelles   de   la  Via   Làctia.   Això 










Lissajous,   simularem   l’orbita   de   Lissajous   prevista   per   la   missió   Gaia   i 
analitzarem  les seves característiques.  En segon  lloc  integrarem  l’orbita  de 
Lissajous simulada a la llei d’escanejat de Gaia, la qual estarà afectada pels 
moviments de rotació, precessió de l’eix de rotació, i translació al voltant del 
Sol,   i  estudiarem els  seus efectes.  Finalment,  en un  tercer   lloc,  per  fer  un 






















In   this  work,   we   will   firstly   study   Lissajous   orbits,   simulate   the   expected 
Lissajous orbit for Gaia mission and analyze its characteristics. Secondly, we 
will integrate the simulated Lissajous orbit according to the Gaia scanning law, 


















































our  Galaxy.   In  particular,  Gaia  will  obtain  extremely  accurate positional  and 



























a   contract   of   more   than   300   million   Euros   to   build   the   spacecraft.   The 
spacecraft   is   composed   by   three   different  modules:   a   payload  module,   a 





the   broad   band   photometer   and   the   radial   velocity   spectrometer.   The 
astrometric   instrument   will   be   in   charge   of   measuring   five   astrometric 
parameters: the projected position of the star in the sky (2 angles), the proper 
motion (2 time derivatives of position, one for each angle) and the trigonometric 
parallax   (which   provides   the   distance   to   each   source).   The   broad   band 
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photometer provides continuous star multiband photometry in the 320­1000 nm 
band,   and   it   is   also   used   to   calibrate   the   chromaticity   of   the   astrometric 
instrument. Finally, the radial velocity spectrometer is intended to provide radial 
velocity measurements and high resolution spectral  data  in  the narrow band 
847­874 nm. All   these  tasks are performed  in  a dedicated area of  the  focal 
plane, which consists of 106 CCDs, working in Time Delayed Integration (TDI) 
mode. In this mode the charge of each of the pixels of the CCDs is transferred 








the   thrusters   of   the   chemical   propulsion   system   and   the   complete  micro­
propulsion system.




























be   done   in   the   real   mission.   Finally,   we   will   analyze   the   effects   of   the 
implementation of the Lissajous orbit in the performance of Gaia.






Italian   mathematician   Joseph­Louis   Lagrange   (1736­1813)   who   discovered 
them   in   the   eighteenth   century   as   equilibrium   solutions   of   the   three­body 
problem.   The   Lagrangian   points   (L1­L5)   are   five   points   in   an   orbital 
configuration   (see   Appendix   A   for   additional   information   about   Lagrangian 
points) where a small object (in our case, a satellite) can be stationary relative 
to   two  larger  objects   (in  our  case,   the Sun and  the  Earth).    The orbit  of  a 
















bodies eclipsing  the  line of  sight.  However,   it  must  be said  that although  in 
theory   Lissajous   orbits   are   highly   stable   in   practice   any   orbit   around   a 
Lagrangian  point   is  dynamically  unstable.  This  means  that  small  departures 
from equilibrium grow  exponentially  as   time  passes  by  and,  as  a   result,   a 
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In these expressions, xL depends on the masses of the intervening bodies and 
is one of  the three real roots (for each Lagrange point) of  the 2.3 equation. 




































to  6   years.  Consequently,   the  orbit  must  be  chosen   in   such  a  way   that  a 
minimum time of 6 years without any solar eclipse must be provided. The time 
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each time. This angle depends on the spacecraft position at each moment and 
it must be less than 15 degrees all the time, so the maximum orbit amplitudes 
must   be   chosen   according   to   this.   The   situation   is   described   in   Fig.   2.3. 
Although it may seem that the angle varies only in a plane, we remind that the 
Lissajous  orbit   is  a   three­dimensional   trajectory  and,   thus,   the  angle  varies 
accordingly.
Figure 2.3: Sun­Gaia­Earth angle

















frequencies  and phases of   the Lissajous orbit   for  each one of   the  axis  are 
shown in Table 2.1.
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x axis y axis z axis
Amplitude (km) Ax = Ay∙c2 Ay = 100000 Az = 100000
Frequency (days­1) ωxy = 2∙π/Txy ωxy = 2∙π/Txy ωz = 2∙π/Tz




















































































combination  of   four  motions.  The   first   and  most   obvious  one   is   translation 
around the Sun. This orbit has obviously a period of one year, the same as that 















that  Gaia  is   fixed  in  a   reference  frame and,   thus,   the Sun orbits  around  it. 
Hence, the path of the Sun mirrors the translation motion of Gaia. In Fig. 4.1 we 
display the path of the Sun for the 6.3 years of maximum mission duration time, 

















































were  the same.  Instead,   the evolution of  the angle clearly  follows a pattern 
similar to that of the SGE angle, which was studied in Chapter 2. This is an 
expected behavior since we  just added the Lissajous orbit   to  the translation 
motion, so its effects should be clearly visible.
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The  addition   of   the   translation   and   the   precession   motions   yields   the 
instantaneous   direction   of   the   spin   axis   of  Gaia.   In   Fig   4.3   we   show   the 
computed orbit when the Lissajous orbit is neglected (blue line) and when it is 
taken into account (green  line).  In both cases we plot  the motion during 6.3 
years, the total foreseen mission duration. As in the previous case, the two plots 
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differences when  the Lissajous orbit  of  Gaia  is   taken  into  account,  we also 
wanted   to   study   the   effects   of   adding   noise   to   the   motion.   This   means 
introducing   some  perturbations   in   the   scanning   law,   and   also   the   need   to 
incorporate occasional recalibrations to periodically correct the errors caused by 
the noise. The noise introduced aims to represent the perturbations that Gaia 















First  of  all,  we have simulated the  translation and precession motions when 































However,  we can observe  the differences between  the curve  in which Gaia 
rests at L2 and that in which the Lissajous orbit has been included, looking at 
Fig. 5.2, which shows the behavior of the angle between them, during the 6.3 




































previously   described   curves,   namely,   those   in  which   the   Lissajous   orbit   is 
disregarded and considered. The table also shows the standard deviation. The 
data of Table 5.1 (and also Table 5.2, and 5.3) was calculated as the mean of 
five  independent simulations.  In each of  these simulations we computed the 

























oscillations. Besides,  it   is easy to see that  in general the value of the mean 
angle   grows   with   increasing   recalibration   times.   The   same   occurs   for   the 
standard. This is the expected behavior: the larger the time of recalibration, the 
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bigger  the difference between the  ideal  case and  the one  in which noise  is 
































of   considering   the   effects   of   the   Lissajous   orbit.   The   spin   noise,   like   the 
precession noise, is modeled by a normal distribution filtered with a Butterworth 
filter [1].  In Fig.5.4 we show the simulated curve when the Lissajous orbit   is 
considered. In this case, unlike in the previous case, we only plotted one month 





























nominal   curves.   Like   in   the  previous   case,   the  SGE  pattern   is   not   visible. 
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the curve in which Gaia performs a Lissajous orbit. Like in the previous section, 
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previously   discussed   curves.   Like   in   the   previous   case,   the   effects   of 


























































differences   can   be   better   found  when   tables   5.2   and   5.3   are   compared.  
In fact the differences are small because the pointing errors are indeed very 
small. 




orbits   around   L2   are   very   useful   for   space   observation   because   they   can 
provide a large time without solar eclipse and, moreover, they are very stable in 
dynamical terms and in thermal conditions. Specifically, we have shown that 
with selected and realistic orbital  parameters  for   the orbit  of  Gaia a mission 
duration time of about 6.3 years can be obtained, as required by the mission 
strategy. Moreover, varying the initial conditions of the spacecraft we can obtain 









Nevertheless  an  accurate  description  of   the   tracking   is  needed   to  measure 
micro­arc seconds, and, consequently, this new module must be incorporated in 
Gaia Telemetry Simulator. The reason of the small effects obtained when the 
Lissajous  orbit   is   incorporated   is   that   the  maximum amplitude   is   too   small 
compared  with   the  Sun­Gaia   distance.   This,   in   turn,   implies   that   generally 











errors,  are much  larger  than  the effects of   the Lissajous orbit.  All   in all,  we 
conclude that periodical recalibration maneuvers are essential, and if they are 
not realized the accumulation of errors will not allow accurate measurements. 
In summary, we have studied  the effects of   the Lissajous orbit  on  the Gaia 
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configuration  where   a   small   object   can   be   stationary   relative   to   two   larger 
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Figure A.2: Dynamic stability of the Lagrangian points.
In Fig.A.2 the dynamic stability of the Lagrangian points is displayed. As can be 





A Lissajous curve  is  the graph of  the system of parametric equations which 
describes complex harmonic motion. 
They are sometimes known as Bowditch curves after Nathaniel Bowditch, who 
studied   them  in  1815.  They were  studied   in  more  detail   (independently)  by 
Jules­Antoine Lissajous in 1857. Lissajous curves have applications in physics, 






Lissajous   curves   are   closed   only   if  a/b  ratio   is   rational.   Special   cases   of 
Lissajous curves are ellipses (when the ratio is 1), circles (when A = B, δ = π/2 
radians), lines (when A = B, δ = 0), and parabolas (when a/b = 2, δ = π/2). 
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APPENDIX C: THE SCANNING LAW OF GAIA
Gaia will perform its observations from a controlled Lissajous­type orbit around 
the   L2   Lagrange   point   of   the   Sun   and   Earth­Moon   system.   During   its 
operational   lifetime,   the satellite  will   continuously  spin  around  its  axis.  As a 
result,   the  two astrometric  fields of view will  scan across all  objects  located 
along the great circle perpendicular to the spin axis. The combination of these 
motions is known as the scanning law of Gaia and it is basically described by 
three  motions:   the   translation  motion,   the   precession  motion   and   the   spin 
motion. These motions are characterized by their respective rates. The orbital 































































The vector  ( )111 ,, −−− ipipip zyx  is the vector  2pr  obtained in the previous time step 
and s is the corresponding time step.
















The vector  ( )131313 ,, −−− iii zyx   the vector   3r   obtained at the previous time step 
and s the corresponding time step. 
Figure C.3: Motion of the field of view of Gaia during three months.
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APPENDIX D: NUMERICAL CODE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% START %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%









% time lenght (s):
lenght = 10*24*3600;
% sample time (s):
s = 100;
% recalibration times (s):
rec = 5*24*3600;
% Inital coordinates y,z in the Lissajous orbit (km)
% (only necessary for calculating Lissajous phases):
Y0=-13000*sin(45*(pi/180));
Z0=13000*cos(45*(pi/180));
% DEFINING LISSAJOUS ORBIT PARAMETERS:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Lissajous orbit periods (days):
Txy=177.655*24*3600;
Tz=184.0*24*3600;
% Lissajous orbit amplitudes (km):
Az=100000;
Ay=100000;
Ax=Ay/3.1872293; %Ax is related with Ay by the constant C2 = 3.1872293
%Maximum Lissajous orbit total time (with or without solar eclipses)(years)
years=8; %for example: 8 years
% Astronomic unit (distance Earh-Sun)(km):
AU=1.49598*10^8;
% Earth-L2 distance (km):
XL=1507683;
% Earth shadow radium (km):
r=13000;
% Creating Earth shadow in the yz-plane:
for tes=[0:1:10000];
    ry(tes+1)=r*-sin(tes);
    rz(tes+1)=r*cos(tes);
end
% Calculating Lissajous orbit rates:
Wxy=2*pi/Txy;
Wz=2*pi/Tz;




% DEFINING SCANNING LAW PARAMETERS:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Defining motion rates:
w = ((2*pi)/8766)*(1./3600); % translation
wp = ((0.17*2*pi)/360)*(1./3600); % precession
ws = ((120*2*pi)/360)*(1./3600); % spinning
% Initial value for precession vector:
p1n = sqrt(0.5); p2n = -sqrt(0.5); p3n = 0;
% Initial value for spinning vector:
p1(1) = 0.0; p2(1) = 1.0; p3(1) = 0.0;
%initializing errors:
sigma_wp = ((0.1*2*pi)/(3*360))*(1./3600); % precession
sigma_ws = ((1.2*2*pi)/(3*360))*(1./3600); % spinning
sigma_point = ((5*2*pi)/(3*60*360)); % pointing
% INITIALIZING VECTORS:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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for t = 0:s:lenght;
    if (ld >= r) %(if the orbit didn't cross the Earth-shadow:)
        % Calculating position with the Lissajous orbit equations:
        lx(cont)=Ax*cos(Wxy*t+Pxy);
        ly(cont)=-Ay*sin(Wxy*t+Pxy);
        lz(cont)=Az*cos(Wz*t+Pz);
        % Normalizing vector:
        nlx(cont) = lx(cont)/sqrt(lx(cont)^2+ly(cont)^2+lz(cont)^2);
        nly(cont) = ly(cont)/sqrt(lx(cont)^2+ly(cont)^2+lz(cont)^2);
        nlz(cont) = lz(cont)/sqrt(lx(cont)^2+ly(cont)^2+lz(cont)^2);
        % calculating distance to Earth shadow
        % (only necessary for stop the Lissajous orbit when enters to Earth 
shadow)
        ld=sqrt(((ly(cont))^2)+((lz(cont))^2))+1;
        dlo=lenght; % duration of the Lissajous orbit
        cont=cont+1;
    else %(if the orbit crossed the Earh-shadow:)
        dlo=t; % duration of the Lissajous orbit
        break %stops the Lissajous orbit simulation
    end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SCANNING LAW WITHOUT NOISE (WITH AND WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cont = 1;
for t = 0:s:lenght
    % TRANSLATION (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    x1(cont) = (AU+XL)*cos(w*t);
    y1(cont) = (AU+XL)*sin(w*t);
    z1(cont) = 0*t;
    % Normalizing vector:
    nx1_nol(cont) = x1(cont)/sqrt(x1(cont)^2+y1(cont)^2+z1(cont)^2);
    ny1_nol(cont) = y1(cont)/sqrt(x1(cont)^2+y1(cont)^2+z1(cont)^2);
    nz1_nol(cont) = 0;
    % TRANSLATION (WITH LISSAJOUS):
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    x1L(cont)=lx(cont)+x1(cont);
    y1L(cont)=ly(cont)+y1(cont);
    z1L(cont)=lz(cont)+z1(cont);
    % Normalizing vector:
    nx1(cont) = x1L(cont)/sqrt(x1L(cont)^2+y1L(cont)^2+z1L(cont)^2);
    ny1(cont) = y1L(cont)/sqrt(x1L(cont)^2+y1L(cont)^2+z1L(cont)^2);
    nz1(cont) = z1L(cont)/sqrt(x1L(cont)^2+y1L(cont)^2+z1L(cont)^2);
    % PRECESSION (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    if cont==1
        xp2i(cont) = 0;
        yp2i(cont) = 1;
        zp2i(cont) = 0;
    else
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        xp2i(cont) = 0;
        yp2i(cont) = yp2i(cont-1).*cos(wp*s)-zp2i(cont-1).*sin(wp*s);
        zp2i(cont) = yp2i(cont-1).*sin(wp*s)+zp2i(cont-1).*cos(wp*s);
    end
    x2i(cont) = nx1_nol(cont)+xp2i(cont).*cos(w*t)-yp2i(cont).*sin(w*t);
    y2i(cont) = ny1_nol(cont)+xp2i(cont).*sin(w*t)+yp2i(cont).*cos(w*t);
    z2i(cont) = nz1_nol(cont)+zp2i(cont);
    % Normalizing vector:
    nxi_nol(cont) = x2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);
    nyi_nol(cont) = y2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);
    nzi_nol(cont) = z2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);
    % PRECESION (WITH LISSAJOUS):
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    if cont==1
        xp2i(cont) = 0;
        yp2i(cont) = 1;
        zp2i(cont) = 0;
    else
        xp2i(cont) = 0;
        yp2i(cont) = yp2i(cont-1).*cos(wp*s)-zp2i(cont-1).*sin(wp*s);
        zp2i(cont) = yp2i(cont-1).*sin(wp*s)+zp2i(cont-1).*cos(wp*s);
    end
    x2i(cont) = nx1(cont)+xp2i(cont).*cos(w*t)-yp2i(cont).*sin(w*t);
    y2i(cont) = ny1(cont)+xp2i(cont).*sin(w*t)+yp2i(cont).*cos(w*t);
    z2i(cont) = nz1(cont)+zp2i(cont);
    % Normalizing vector:
    nxi(cont) = x2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);
    nyi(cont) = y2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);
    nzi(cont) = z2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);
    % SPINNIG (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    costheta = cos(ws*s);
    sintheta = sin(ws*s);
    if cont==1
        xp31i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nxi_nol(cont)).*p1(1);
        xp32i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nyi_nol(cont)-
nzi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*p2(1);
        xp33i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)
+nyi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*p3(1);
        yp31i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nyi_nol(cont)
+nzi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*p1(1);
        yp32i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nyi_nol(cont).*nyi_nol(cont)).*p2(1);
        yp33i = ((1.0-costheta).*nyi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)-
nxi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*p3(1);
        zp31i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)-
nyi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*p1(1);
        zp32i = ((1.0-costheta).*nyi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)
+nxi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*p2(1);
        zp33i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nzi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)).*p3(1);
    else
        xp31i=(costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nxi_nol(cont)).*nx3i_nol(cont-1);
        xp32i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nyi_nol(cont)-
nzi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*ny3i_nol(cont-1);
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        xp33i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)
+nyi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*nz3i_nol(cont-1);
        yp31i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nyi_nol(cont)
+nzi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*nx3i_nol(cont-1);
        yp32i=(costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nyi_nol(cont).*nyi_nol(cont)).*ny3i_nol(cont-1);
        yp33i=((1.0-costheta).*nyi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)-
nxi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*nz3i_nol(cont-1);
        zp31i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)-
nyi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*nx3i_nol(cont-1);
        zp32i=((1.0-costheta).*nyi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)
+nxi_nol(cont).*sintheta).*ny3i_nol(cont-1);
        zp33i=(costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nzi_nol(cont).*nzi_nol(cont)).*nz3i_nol(cont-1);
    end
    x3i(cont) = xp31i+xp32i+xp33i;
    y3i(cont) = yp31i+yp32i+yp33i;
    z3i(cont) = zp31i+zp32i+zp33i;
    % Normalizing vector:
    nx3i_nol(cont) = x3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2);
    ny3i_nol(cont) = y3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2);
    nz3i_nol(cont) = z3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2);
    % SPINNIG (WITH LISSAJOUS):
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    costheta = cos(ws*s);
    sintheta = sin(ws*s);
    if cont==1
        xp31i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nxi(cont)).*p1(1);
        xp32i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)-
        xp33i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)
        yp31i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)
        yp32i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nyi(cont)).*p2(1);
        yp33i = ((1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
        zp31i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
        zp32i = ((1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)
        zp33i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nzi(cont).*nzi(cont)).*p3(1);
    else
        xp31i=(costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nxi(cont)).*nx3i(cont-1);
        xp32i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)-
nzi(cont).*sintheta).*ny3i(cont-1);
        xp33i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)
+nyi(cont).*sintheta).*nz3i(cont-1);
        yp31i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)
+nzi(cont).*sintheta).*nx3i(cont-1);
        yp32i=(costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nyi(cont)).*ny3i(cont-1);
        yp33i=((1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
nxi(cont).*sintheta).*nz3i(cont-1);
        zp31i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
nyi(cont).*sintheta).*nx3i(cont-1);
        zp32i=((1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)
+nxi(cont).*sintheta).*ny3i(cont-1);
        zp33i=(costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nzi(cont).*nzi(cont)).*nz3i(cont-1);
    end
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    x3i(cont) = xp31i+xp32i+xp33i;
    y3i(cont) = yp31i+yp32i+yp33i;
    z3i(cont) = zp31i+zp32i+zp33i;
    % Normalizing vector:
    nx3i(cont) = x3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2);
    ny3i(cont) = y3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2);
    nz3i(cont) = z3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2);
    cont = cont+1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SCANNING LAW WITH NOISE (WITH LISSAJOUS):
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% CREATING PRECESSION AND SPINNING NOISES:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% creating normal distribution (mean=0, std=1)
cont = 1;
for t = 0:s:lenght
    x(cont) = randn;
    while ((x(cont) < - 2) || (x(cont) > 2))
        x(cont) = randn;
    end
    cont=cont+1;
end
% creating butterworth filter:
[b,a] = butter(100,0.5);
% getting filtered signal:
y = filter(b,a,x);
% getting the new precession and spinning rates:
% (there's a factor to achieve the same standard deviation
% we had at the beginning (1.488))
wpe = wp + (sigma_wp*1.6066).*y;
wse = ws + (sigma_ws*1.6083).*y;
it = 0; % used to find multiples of rec
cont = 1;
for t = 0:s:lenght
     if t==it*rec
        % RECALIBRATION:
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        xp2(cont) = xp2i(cont);
        yp2(cont) = yp2i(cont);
        zp2(cont) = zp2i(cont);
        nx(cont) = nxi(cont);
        ny(cont) = nyi(cont);
        nz(cont) = nzi(cont);
        nxL(cont) = nx(cont);
        nyL(cont) = ny(cont);
        nzL(cont) = nz(cont);
        nx3(cont) = nx3i(cont);
        ny3(cont) = ny3i(cont);
        nz3(cont) = nz3i(cont);
        nx3L(cont) = nx3(cont);
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        ny3L(cont) = ny3(cont);
        nz3L(cont) = nz3(cont);
        nx31L(cont) = nx3i(cont);
        ny31L(cont) = ny3i(cont);
        nz31L(cont) = nz3i(cont);
        it=it+1;
    else
        % PRECESSION WITH NOISE (WITH LISSAJOUS):
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        xp2(cont) = 0;
        yp2(cont) = yp2(cont-1).*cos(wpe(cont)*s)-zp2(cont-1).*sin(wpe(cont)*s);
        zp2(cont) = yp2(cont-1).*sin(wpe(cont)*s)+zp2(cont-1).*cos(wpe(cont)*s);
        x2(cont) = nx1(cont)+xp2(cont).*cos(w*t)-yp2(cont).*sin(w*t);
        y2(cont) = ny1(cont)+xp2(cont).*sin(w*t)+yp2(cont).*cos(w*t);
        z2(cont) = nz1(cont)+zp2(cont);
        % Normalizing vector:
        nx(cont) = x2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);
        ny(cont) = y2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);
        nz(cont) = z2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);
        nxL(cont) = nx(cont);
        nyL(cont) = ny(cont);
        nzL(cont) = nz(cont);
        % SPINNING WITH NOISE (WITH LISSAJOUS):
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        costheta = cos(wse(cont)*s);
        sintheta = sin(wse(cont)*s);
        xp31 = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).^2).*nx3(cont-1);
        xp32 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*ny(cont)-
nz(cont).*sintheta).*ny3(cont-1);
        xp33 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*nz(cont)
+ny(cont).*sintheta).*nz3(cont-1);
        yp31 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*ny(cont)
+nz(cont).*sintheta).*nx3(cont-1);
        yp32 = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*ny(cont)).*ny3(cont-1);
        yp33 = ((1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*nz(cont)-
nx(cont).*sintheta).*nz3(cont-1);
        zp31 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*nz(cont)-
ny(cont).*sintheta).*nx3(cont-1);
        zp32 = ((1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*nz(cont)
+nx(cont).*sintheta).*ny3(cont-1);
        zp33 = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nz(cont).*nz(cont)).*nz3(cont-1);
        x31(cont) = xp31+xp32+xp33;
        y31(cont) = yp31+yp32+yp33;
        z31(cont) = zp31+zp32+zp33;
        % Normalizing vector:
        nx31(cont) = x31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);
        ny31(cont) = y31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);
        nz31(cont) = z31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);
        nx31L(cont) = nx31(cont);
        ny31L(cont) = ny31(cont);
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        nz31L(cont) = nz31(cont);
        % SPINNING WITH NOISE AND POINTING ERRORS (WITH LISSAJOUS):
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        %calculating angle fi from spherical coordinates taking
        %into account each quadrant:
        if (nx31(cont)>0) && (ny31(cont)>0)
            fi = atan(ny31(cont)./nx31(cont));
        elseif (nx31(cont)<0) && (ny31(cont)<0)
            fi = atan(ny31(cont)./nx31(cont));
            fi = pi + fi;
        elseif (nx31(cont)>0) && (ny31(cont)<0)
            fi = atan((-ny31(cont))./nx31(cont));
            fi = 2*pi - fi;
        elseif (nx31(cont)<0) && (ny31(cont)>0)
            fi = atan(ny31(cont)./(-nx31(cont)));
            fi = pi - fi;
        elseif (nx31(cont)==0) && (ny31(cont)>0)
            fi = pi/2;
        elseif (nx31(cont)==0) && (ny31(cont)<0)
            fi = 3*pi/2;
        elseif (ny31(cont)==0) && (nx31(cont)>0)
            fi = 0;
        elseif (ny31(cont)==0) && (nx31(cont)>0)
            fi = pi;
        end
        %calculating angle theta from spherical coordinates:
        if nz31(cont) >= 0
            theta = acos(nz31(cont));
        else
            theta = pi - acos(-nz31(cont));
        end
        %introducing normal distribution to theta:
        %(theta delimited at the interval [0;pi]. NOT higher than
        %(theta+2*sigma_point). NOT smaller than (theta-2*sigma_point))
        new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
        while ((new_theta(cont) < (theta - 2*sigma_point)) || (new_theta(cont) > 
(theta + 2*sigma_point)))
            new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            while ((new_theta(cont) < 0) || (new_theta(cont) > pi))
                new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            end
        end
        while ((new_theta(cont) < 0) || (new_theta(cont) > pi))
            new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            while ((new_theta(cont) < (theta - 2*sigma_point)) || 
(new_theta(cont) > (theta + 2*sigma_point)))
                new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            end
        end
        %introducing uniform distribution to fi:
        %(fi delimited at the interval [0;2*pi]. NOT higher than
        %(fi+2*sigma_point). NOT smaller than (fi-2*sigma_point))
        new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
        while ((new_fi(cont) < (fi - 2*sigma_point)) || (new_fi(cont) > (fi + 
2*sigma_point)))
            new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            while ((new_fi(cont) < 0) || (new_fi(cont) > 2*pi))
                new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            end
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        end
        while ((new_fi(cont) < 0) || (new_fi(cont) > 2*pi))
            new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            while ((new_fi(cont) < (fi - 2*sigma_point)) || (new_fi(cont) > (fi + 
2*sigma_point)))
                new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            end
        end
        %new cartesian coordinates after new angles taking into account
        %each quadrant:
        if (new_theta(cont) >=0) && (new_theta(cont) <= pi/2)
            if (new_fi(cont) >= 0) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi/2)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                y3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont)).*p;
                x3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-y3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = -sin(new_fi(cont) - pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi) && (new_fi(cont) <= 3*pi/2)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = -sin(3*pi/2 - new_fi(cont))*p;
                y3(cont) = -sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > 3*pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 2*pi)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont) - 3*pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = -sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            end
        elseif (new_theta(cont) > pi/2) && (new_theta(cont) <= pi)
            if (new_fi(cont) >= 0) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi/2)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                y3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont)).*p;
                x3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-y3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = - sin(new_fi(cont) - pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi) && (new_fi(cont) <= 3*pi/2)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = - sin(3*pi/2 - new_fi(cont))*p;
                y3(cont) = - sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > 3*pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 2*pi)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont) - 3*pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = - sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            end
        end
        % Normalizing vector:
        nx3(cont) = x3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2);
        ny3(cont) = y3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2);
        nz3(cont) = z3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2);
        nx3L(cont) = nx3(cont);
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        ny3L(cont) = ny3(cont);
        nz3L(cont) = nz3(cont);
    end
    cont = cont+1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SCANNING LAW WITH NOISE (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% CREATING PRECESSION AND SPINNING NOISES:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% creating normal distribution (mean=0, std=1)
cont = 1;
for t = 0:s:lenght
    x(cont) = randn;
    while ((x(cont) < - 2) || (x(cont) > 2))
        x(cont) = randn;
    end
    cont=cont+1;
end
% creating butterworth filter:
[b,a] = butter(100,0.5);
% getting filtered signal:
y = filter(b,a,x);
% getting the new precession and spinning rates:
% (there's a factor to achieve the same standard deviation
% we had at the beginning (1.488))
wpe = wp + (sigma_wp*1.6066).*y;
wse = ws + (sigma_ws*1.6083).*y;
it = 0; % used to find multiples of rec
cont = 1;
for t = 0:s:lenght
     if t==it*rec
        % RECALIBRATION:
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        xp2(cont) = xp2i(cont);
        yp2(cont) = yp2i(cont);
        zp2(cont) = zp2i(cont);
        nx(cont) = nxi_nol(cont);
        ny(cont) = nyi_nol(cont);
        nz(cont) = nzi_nol(cont);
        nx3(cont) = nx3i_nol(cont);
        ny3(cont) = ny3i_nol(cont);
        nz3(cont) = nz3i_nol(cont);
        nx31(cont) = nx31L(cont);
        ny31(cont) = ny31L(cont);
        nz31(cont) = nz31L(cont);
        it=it+1;
     else
        % PRECESSION WITH NOISE (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        xp2(cont) = 0;
        yp2(cont) = yp2(cont-1).*cos(wpe(cont)*s)-zp2(cont-1).*sin(wpe(cont)*s);
        zp2(cont) = yp2(cont-1).*sin(wpe(cont)*s)+zp2(cont-1).*cos(wpe(cont)*s);
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        x2(cont) = nx1_nol(cont)+xp2(cont).*cos(w*t)-yp2(cont).*sin(w*t);
        y2(cont) = ny1_nol(cont)+xp2(cont).*sin(w*t)+yp2(cont).*cos(w*t);
        z2(cont) = nz1_nol(cont)+zp2(cont);
        % Normalizing vector:
        nx(cont) = x2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);
        ny(cont) = y2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);
        nz(cont) = z2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);
        % SPINNING WITH NOISE (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        costheta = cos(wse(cont)*s);
        sintheta = sin(wse(cont)*s);
        xp31 = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).^2).*nx3(cont-1);
        xp32 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*ny(cont)-
nz(cont).*sintheta).*ny3(cont-1);
        xp33 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*nz(cont)
+ny(cont).*sintheta).*nz3(cont-1);
        yp31 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*ny(cont)
+nz(cont).*sintheta).*nx3(cont-1);
        yp32 = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*ny(cont)).*ny3(cont-1);
        yp33 = ((1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*nz(cont)-
nx(cont).*sintheta).*nz3(cont-1);
        zp31 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*nz(cont)-
ny(cont).*sintheta).*nx3(cont-1);
        zp32 = ((1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*nz(cont)
+nx(cont).*sintheta).*ny3(cont-1);
        zp33 = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nz(cont).*nz(cont)).*nz3(cont-1);
        x31(cont) = xp31+xp32+xp33;
        y31(cont) = yp31+yp32+yp33;
        z31(cont) = zp31+zp32+zp33;
        % Normalizing vector:
        nx31(cont) = x31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);
        ny31(cont) = y31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);
        nz31(cont) = z31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);
        % SPINNING WITH NOISE AND POINTING ERRORS (WITHOUT LISSAJOUS):
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        %calculating angle fi from spherical coordinates taking
        %into account each quadrant:
        if (nx31(cont)>0) && (ny31(cont)>0)
            fi = atan(ny31(cont)./nx31(cont));
        elseif (nx31(cont)<0) && (ny31(cont)<0)
            fi = atan(ny31(cont)./nx31(cont));
            fi = pi + fi;
        elseif (nx31(cont)>0) && (ny31(cont)<0)
            fi = atan((-ny31(cont))./nx31(cont));
            fi = 2*pi - fi;
        elseif (nx31(cont)<0) && (ny31(cont)>0)
            fi = atan(ny31(cont)./(-nx31(cont)));
            fi = pi - fi;
        elseif (nx31(cont)==0) && (ny31(cont)>0)
            fi = pi/2;
        elseif (nx31(cont)==0) && (ny31(cont)<0)
            fi = 3*pi/2;
        elseif (ny31(cont)==0) && (nx31(cont)>0)
            fi = 0;
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        elseif (ny31(cont)==0) && (nx31(cont)>0)
            fi = pi;
        end
        %calculating angle theta from spherical coordinates:
        if nz31(cont) >= 0
            theta = acos(nz31(cont));
        else
            theta = pi - acos(-nz31(cont));
        end
        %introducing normal distribution to theta:
        %(theta delimited at the interval [0;pi]. NOT higher than
        %(theta+2*sigma_point). NOT smaller than (theta-2*sigma_point))
        new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
        while ((new_theta(cont) < (theta - 2*sigma_point)) || (new_theta(cont) > 
(theta + 2*sigma_point)))
            new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            while ((new_theta(cont) < 0) || (new_theta(cont) > pi))
                new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            end
        end
        while ((new_theta(cont) < 0) || (new_theta(cont) > pi))
            new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            while ((new_theta(cont) < (theta - 2*sigma_point)) || 
(new_theta(cont) > (theta + 2*sigma_point)))
                new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point);
            end
        end
        %introducing uniform distribution to fi:
        %(fi delimited at the interval [0;2*pi]. NOT higher than
        %(fi+2*sigma_point). NOT smaller than (fi-2*sigma_point))
        new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
        while ((new_fi(cont) < (fi - 2*sigma_point)) || (new_fi(cont) > (fi + 
2*sigma_point)))
            new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            while ((new_fi(cont) < 0) || (new_fi(cont) > 2*pi))
                new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            end
        end
        while ((new_fi(cont) < 0) || (new_fi(cont) > 2*pi))
            new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            while ((new_fi(cont) < (fi - 2*sigma_point)) || (new_fi(cont) > (fi + 
2*sigma_point)))
                new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi));
            end
        end
        % new cartesian coordinates after new angles taking into
        % account each quadrant:
        if (new_theta(cont) >=0) && (new_theta(cont) <= pi/2)
            if (new_fi(cont) >= 0) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi/2)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                y3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont)).*p;
                x3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-y3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = -sin(new_fi(cont) - pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi) && (new_fi(cont) <= 3*pi/2)
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                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = -sin(3*pi/2 - new_fi(cont))*p;
                y3(cont) = -sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > 3*pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 2*pi)
                z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont) - 3*pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = -sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            end
        elseif (new_theta(cont) > pi/2) && (new_theta(cont) <= pi)
            if (new_fi(cont) >= 0) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi/2)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                y3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont)).*p;
                x3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-y3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = - sin(new_fi(cont) - pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi) && (new_fi(cont) <= 3*pi/2)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = - sin(3*pi/2 - new_fi(cont))*p;
                y3(cont) = - sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            elseif (new_fi(cont) > 3*pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 2*pi)
                z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont));
                p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont));
                x3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont) - 3*pi/2)*p;
                y3(cont) = - sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2);
            end
        end
        % Normalizing vector:
        nx3(cont) = x3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2);
        ny3(cont) = y3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2);
        nz3(cont) = z3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2);
    end
    cont = cont+1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%




    % data used in the angle plots to represent the time in months:
    k(cont)=t/(30*24*3600);
    % SGE ANGLE:
    %%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Vectors Gaia-Earth and Gaia-Sun:
    GE=[(XL-lx(cont)) (0-ly(cont)) (0-lz(cont))];
    GS=[(AU+XL-lx(cont)) (0-ly(cont)) (0-lz(cont))];
    % Calculation of Sun-Gaia-Earth angle:
    GEmod=sqrt(((GE(1))^2)+((GE(2))^2)+((GE(3))^2));
    GSmod=sqrt(((GS(1))^2)+((GS(2))^2)+((GS(3))^2));
    SGEang(cont)=(180/pi)*acos((GE(1)*GS(1)+GE(2)*GS(2)+GE(3)*GS(3))/
(GEmod*GSmod));
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    % ANGLES WITHOUT NOISE:
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Angle between the "transition" vector and the
    % "transition + Lissajous" vector:
    nr1=[nx1_nol(cont) ny1_nol(cont) nz1_nol(cont)];
    nr1L=[nx1(cont) ny1(cont) nz1(cont)];
    anglenr1(cont)=(180/pi)*acos(nr1(1)*nr1L(1)+nr1(2)*nr1L(2)+nr1(3)*nr1L(3));
    % Angle between the "transition + precession" vector and the
    % "transition + precession + Lissajous" vector:
    nr2=[nxi_nol(cont) nyi_nol(cont) nzi_nol(cont)];
    nr2L=[nxi(cont) nyi(cont) nzi(cont)];
    anglenr2(cont)=(180/pi)*acos(nr2(1)*nr2L(1)+nr2(2)*nr2L(2)+nr2(3)*nr2L(3));
    % Angle between the "transition + precession + spinning" vector and the
    % "transition + precession + spinning + Lissajous" vector:
    nr3=[nx3i_nol(cont) ny3i_nol(cont) nz3i_nol(cont)];
    nr3L=[nx3i(cont) ny3i(cont) nz3i(cont)];
    anglenr3(cont)=(180/pi)*acos(nr3(1)*nr3L(1)+nr3(2)*nr3L(2)+nr3(3)*nr3L(3));
    % ANGLES WITH NOISE:
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Angle between the "transition + precession with noise" vector and the
    % "transition + precession with noise + Lissajous" vector:
    nr2NL=[nxL(cont) nyL(cont) nzL(cont)];
    nr2N=[nx(cont) ny(cont) nz(cont)];
    anglenr2noise(cont)=(180/pi)*acos(nr2NL(1)*nr2N(1)+nr2NL(2)*nr2N(2)+nr2NL(3)*
nr2N(3));
    % Angle between the "transition + precession with noise + spinning with
    % noise" vector and the "transition + precession with noise + spinning
    % with noise + Lissajous" vector:
    nr31NL=[nx31L(cont) ny31L(cont) nz31L(cont)];
    nr31N=[nx31(cont) ny31(cont) nz31(cont)];
    anglenr31noise(cont)=(180/pi)*acos(nr31NL(1)*nr31N(1)+nr31NL(2)*nr31N(2)+nr31
NL(3)*nr31N(3));
    % Angle between the "transition + precession with noise + spinning with
    % noise and pointing errors" vector and the "transition + precession
    % with noise + spinning with noise and pointing errors + Lissajous"
    % vector:
    nr3NL=[nx3L(cont) ny3L(cont) nz3L(cont)];
    nr3N=[nx3(cont) ny3(cont) nz3(cont)];
    anglenr3noise(cont)=(180/pi)*acos(nr3NL(1)*nr3N(1)+nr3NL(2)*nr3N(2)+nr3NL(3)*
nr3N(3));









axis([-100000 100000 -100000 100000])
xlabel('Y (km)')
ylabel('Z (km)')
title('Plot of the YZ Gaia orbit')
grid on
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figure('Name','Lissajous YX')
plot(ly,lx,'-')
axis([-100000 100000 -100000 100000])
xlabel('Y (km)')
ylabel('X (km)')




axis([-100000 100000 -100000 100000])
xlabel('X (km)')
ylabel('Z (km)')














title('Plot of the Sun-Gaia-Earth angle')
grid on




















figure('Name','Translation + Precession + Spin')
plot3(nx3i_nol,ny3i_nol,nz3i_nol,nx3i,ny3i,nz3i,'-')





title('Translation + Precession + Spin')
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grid on














title('Angle "Translation + Precession"')
grid on






% SCANNING LAW WITH NOISE:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure('Name','Translation + Precession with noise')
plot3(nx,ny,nz,nxL,nyL,nzL,'-')





title('Translation + Precession with noise')
grid on
figure('Name','Translation + Precession with noise + Spin with noise')
plot3(nx31,ny31,nz31,nx31L,ny31L,nz31L,'-')





title('Translation + Precession with noise + Spin with noise')
grid on
figure('Name','Translation + Precession with noise + Spin with noise + Pointing 
errors')
plot3(nx3,ny3,nz3,nx3L,ny3L,nz3L,'-')





title('Translation + Precession with noise + Spin with noise + Pointing errors')
grid on
% ANGLES WITH NOISE:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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title('Angle "Translation + Precession with noise"')
grid on





title('Angle "Translation + Precession with noise + Spin with noise"')
grid on






title('Angle "Translation + Precession with noise + Spin with noise + Pointing 
errors"')
grid on
% LISSAJOUS ORBIT TIME:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% indicating the duration of the Lissajous orbit (years):
disp('* Duration of the Lissajous orbit (years):')
disp(dlo/(365.25*24*3600))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% END %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
